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Frat Declares Independence
By Lillian A. French
Alpha Kappa Psi (AKY), the men's 
professional business fraternity, has 
voted to be independent of the 
national chapter and take on a new 
advisor.
Presently, Arnold Schancupp, 
assistant professor in the 
administrative sciences department, is 
acting advisor. According to A K Y  
president Robert Longo, the move 
was prompted when "the advisor (Dr. 
Allen J. Simonson) tried to run the 
whole show and didn't allow students 
any voice in a student-run 
organization."
Simonson asserted, however, that 
" I  exercise a right that is given to me. 
The advisor should aid the 
membership in abiding by the 
constitution and bylaws of the 
national chapter. To make your own 
fraternity may be a good move but it 
involves lying, deceit and other 
manipulations to suit the desires of 
the president. The move is 
questionable."
FR ICT ION  HAD  existed between 
the fraternity and its advisor since 
last spring. The issue was resolved 
when the fraternity finally obtained a 
quorum vote by the members at the 
Oct. 29 meeting.
Longo went to Dr. Frederick J. 
Kelly, chairman of the administrative 
sciences department, telling him that 
the "meetings had deteriorated into 
shouting matches." Although both 
Longo and Simonson were accused of 
feeding their egos, Longo claimed 
that he was acting in the best 
interests of the majority of the A K Y  
membership.
Simonson felt, however, that he 
has been "the victim of a character 
assassination."
AKY, previously one of the more 
active fraternities on campus, was 
forced to curtail its activities because 
of its internal conflicts. "The whole
spirit of the fraternity was broken, 
no one wanted to do anything, they 
were totally disgusted," Longo said.
H O W E V E R ,  S IN C E  the
independent move the fraternity has 
begun to organize activities once 
more. "Now  there is something viable 
going on," Dr. Houston G. Elam, 
dean of the School of Professional 
Arts and Sciences, noted.
Prior to the independent move, 
A K Y  members used all proper 
channels in an attempt to avoid 
separation from the national chapter.
Kelly explained, "They had made
a determined and serious attempt to 
solve their problems through the 
national channels and were unable to.”
Simonson reiterated, however, that 
"we talked of peace and worked 
together; while we were working as 
men of good will...they were 
plotting. This move was a sudden 
sneak attack by Longo, his cohorts 
and certain faculty members' 
assistance."
DR. GEORGE BER RY, the
regional director of AKY, stipulated 
at a September A K Y  meeting that 
the chapter must work with 
Simonson and reach a settlement.
Reside nts S et
By Rich Figel
After a month of debate, 
compromise and eventual concensus, 
the Residence Hall Alcohol 
Committee presented a dorm alcohol 
policy this week that replaces the 
interim policy instituted last 
September.
The policy is roughly based on the 
controversial interim policy with 
revisions reflective of student input 
and involvement by the advisory 
committee. The committee was made 
up of housing staff representatives 
and elected dorm representatives.
U NDER THE new alcohol policy 
all parties outside of an individual's 
room must be planned in advance. 
The policy specifically states, "N o  
spontaneous, unscheduled parties are 
permitted outside students' rooms."
However the interpretation by the 
committee is that a small number of 
residents drinking in their floor 
lounge does not necessarily 
constitute a party. If other residents 
of the floor feel that the persons 
drinking are creating a party 
atmosphere that infringes on their 
rights the resident assistant (RA) or
dorm director can have them move to 
a room.
The sponsor or sponsoring group 
of any party in excess of 25 people 
must fill out a party registration form 
seven days in advance. The form 
outlines provisions of the party and 
defines responsibilities of the persons 
involved. Unlike the interim policy 
there is no limit on the number of 
parties per dorm except for the dorm 
director's discretion.
T H E  PRO V IS IO N S include 
proofing, a clean-up deposit of $25 
(returned if the party area is 
considered acceptable to the dorm 
director by the designated time) and 
limits on guests. Dorm directors 
approve the party and may allow 
more than one guest per resident if
Tuition
By Barbara Ponsi
With a threatened tuition increase 
becoming a prominent issue in the 
New Jersey state colleges, two MSC 
organizations are providing channels
I W ANT YOUR BLOOD: Michele Taval to gladly donates some blood at the Alpha Phi Omega blood drive Wednesday. 
The biannual event had a sizable turnout.
Berry would not approve any other 
advisor and issued an ultimatum that 
if a new advisor was desired the 
chapter must be abandoned.
In a letter issued to "members of 
the male fraternal organization of the 
department of administrative 
sciences," Kelly stated, "The 
independent organization voted into 
existence on Wed., Oct. 29 is at the 
moment the official recognized 
organization.
K E LLY  W ILL render a decision as 
to the status of the independent 
fraternity by Tues., Nov. 11.
Simonson differed with Kelly as he
claimed that Kelly "took a stand 
outside his jurisdiction.
Longo added, "We will remain a 
professional business fraternity. We 
will have no outsiders controlling our 
operations."
Longo made this assertion, 
Simonson believed, because he would 
be "subject to severe disciplinary 
action from the national if he stayed 
in the national organization."
Simonson concluded that, "The 
chapter will continue to function, 
A K Y  welcomes competition from 
any and all groups...as long as they 
don't infringe upon A K Y ."
B ooze Policy
the capacity of the party area permits 
it. Capacity is determined by a 
formula obtained from a local fire 
department.
Parties must be recorded in the 
student activities scheduling book to 
prevent conflicts with other events 
when possible. The policy also states 
that parties are not to be publicized 
through the scheduling office.
An important aspect of the policy 
and party form is responsibility for 
damages. Residents will be held 
accountable for damages caused by 
their guest or by themselves. When 
no one can be identified, the sponsor 
or sponsors are held responsible.
PEN ALT IES  FOR violations of 
the policy may be asked by the dorm 
director and can be reviewed by the
Residence Hall Federation. 
According to the policy, possible 
penalties are probation and 
suspension of rights to hold future 
parties"by the sponsor.
Provisions for parties of less then 
25 are slightly different. Notice must 
be give 48 hours in advance and the 
clean-up deposit is $10. Corridor 
parties can be held with the consent 
of 90%  of the residents living in that 
corridor. RAs verify the consent and 
the seven day registration form is 
used.
The new policy went into effect 
Tuesday but will be presented to 
MSC President David W.D. Dickson 
as a "recommendation" before it 
goes to the Board of Trustees for 
final approval.
Groups Busy
through which students can fight to 
avert a possible tuition hike.
The SGA Tuition Task Force, 
chaired by Ken Rothweiler, is 
working to lobby with state 
legislators and is in favor of student 
rallies, coupled with lobbying.
THE PEOPLE For Radical 
Political Action (PRPA), whose 
Monday night meeting was organized 
by Jerry Kloby, endorses student 
rallies as "a method of organizing 
people together to demonstrate 
student anger and get the message 
out that students are willing to 
fight," according to another PRPA 
member.
In response to lobbying with 
legislators, Kloby stated, "The 
legislature makes decisions without 
caring about student interests."
Rothweiler said that if the state 
passes a $10 million supplementary 
appropriation for the state colleges, 
to go into effect in January, there 
may be less of a possibility of a 
tuition increase.
R O T H W E IL E R  O U T L IN E D
methods which would be utilized in 
influencing state legislators towards 
passage of the supplementary 
appropriation at the task force 
meeting.
The first step involves getting 
information on how assemblymen 
have voted on education issues from
the New Jersey Federation of 
Teachers.
After compiling information on 
their past voting records, the task 
force plans to send a letter to each 
assemblyman soliciting his position 
on the priority received by higher 
education in the decision-making 
process, the $10  million 
appropriation and a state income tax, 
Rothweiler said.
THE PRPA meeting stressed the 
need to provide students with 
information on the issues of a tuition 
increase and budget cutbacks as a 
tool to be used in preparation for 
more militant action in the future.
Kloby suggested a newletter 
outlining massive budget cuts 
experienced by other state colleges as 
a means of disseminating information 
to MSC students as to what dangers 
possibly lie in store for this campus.
Rothweiler mentioned the 
possibility of organizing a group to 
go to Trenton next Thurs., Nov. 13 
for the purpose of talking with 
legislators.
THE T A SK  force is meeting today 
at 3 pm in the SGA legislative 
conference room where they will 
begin their letter-writing campaign.
The PRPA advocates influencing 
legislators via student rallies and their 
meeting is next Mon., Nov. 10 at 
7:30 pm in the Russ Hall Lounge.
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THE
PAPERBACK  
BO O K  SH O P
50,000 Paperbacks in Stock!
We Specialize in Filling 
Orders for Students!
A t  the Five Corners!
580 Bloomfield Ave. 
Bloomfield, N) 743-4740
Bill Frankel Guitars, 7 O ak  PI., 
Montclair, 744-3583. Guaranteed 
repairs of fretted Instruments. 
Quality strings. We buy old 
Instruments.
F O R  S A L E :  Fender precision 
bass guitar. Black with maple 
neck, hard shell case Included. 
Perfect condition, $175. Call Ed 
at 478 -8040  anytime.
A V O N .  Call Karen, you r cam pus 
representative, for everyday needs 
or inexpensive gift Ideas at 
748-4268.
Equitable of Iowa has an Idea for 
college seniors. Contact M ichael 
Hatem at 667 -88 97  or 461 -2946.
F O R  S A L E :  Dark brown dyed 
rabbit fur coat, excellent 
condition. Call Denise at 
478 -5587  after 6 pm.
F O R  S A L E :  Ski boots, Caber 
Pioneer Pros. Size 9*/j, red with 
highback styling. Very little use, 
$30. Call 478-8040.
F O R  S A L E :  1961 Corvette. 
Restored, new 1975 convertible 
top and all new electrical wvirlng. 
Call Paige at 584 -0746  after 7 pm.
P L E A S E  H E L P !  A n y  Inform ation 
appreciated! Hit an0 run on 
October 13 In parking lot eight, 
red 1969 Barracuda damaged. Call 
652-0509.
F O R  S A L E :  Low rey spinet organ 
with built-in Leslie speaker. 
Bench Included. Call 375 -4233  
after 6 pm.
N E E D E D :  Five-bedroom  house or 
apartment from  January to June. 
Call Rob in  or M ary at 7 44 -96 93  
or Laurie at 429-8423.
F O R  S A L E :  1974  Ventura 
hatchback. Bronze with saddle 
Interior, $2950. Call 342 -4034.
W A N T E D :  Will pay reasonable 
price for any used dolls. Call 
Linda at 471-0640.
T Y P I S T  A V A I L A B L E :  
Experienced typist to w ork  on 
term papers, theses and general 
typing. Reasonable rates. Mrs. 
Beth Scher, Lake Hiawatha. Call 
335-2274. ____
V O IC E  L E S S O N S !  Classical and 
popular. Breath control, voice 
development, range extension and 
sight singing. Laura Carrano, 
professional singer. Free audition, 
call 891-7351.
W A N T E D :  College students to 
sell high fashion rings. N o  
in ve stm ent, large earnings 
possible. Call Distinctive G ifts at 
279-4976.
P A R T  T IM E :  W ork with major 
corp. in local area. H ours flexible, 
excellent training program. M ust 
be 18 and have car. Fo r  
Information call Mr. Bally at 
278-4432.
F O R  S A L E :  Collegiate type 
student desk and chair. S tu rdy  
unfinished pine. Brand new, In 
original box. Five drawers, asking 
$90. Call 843-3847.
Interested In graphics and 
paste-up w ork? We could use you. 
Contact the M O N T C L A R IO N  
office, Student Center, fourth 
floor, or call 893 -5169  or 
893-5230.
F R E E  C L A S S I F I E D S  are 
available to M S C  students only. 
They are lim ited to 20  w ords In 
length and must be presented In 
person at the M O N T C L A R IO N  
office, Student Center, fourth 
floor. They m ay N O T  represent 
any commercial Interest or they 
become paid ads. Deadline Is 
Friday noon before publication. 
Classifieds may be renewed by 
calling the M O N T C L A R IO N  
o f 'Ice  by Friday noon.
SPECIAL ASS’T JA ZZ  ALBUMS
Other Jazz Albums on These Labels
A B C  -  B L U E  T H U M B  -  
B L U E  N O T E  -  F L Y IN G  
A & M  -  A T L A N T IC
P O L Y D O R
C O L U M B IA
D U T C H M A N
Artists Such As
G IL  E V A N S  -  M cC O Y  T Y N E R  -  E L V IN  
JO N ES  -  A R C H IE  SH EPP  -  A L B E R T  
A Y L E R  -  M A R IO N  B R O W N  -  P A U L  B L E Y  
D A V E  L IE B E R M A N  -  R O B IN  
K E N Y A T T A  -  S T E V E  K U H N  -  D U K E  
E L L IN G T O N  -  JO H N  K L E M M E R  -  T E R JE  
R Y P D A L  -  P LU S  M A N Y ,  M A N Y  M O R E .
' ^ m K G x s t t m  
© a j a w  iid J® sG 4 iy iL
P R IC E S  A TO T H E R  
C O M P A R A B L E  S A V IN G S
A R T IS T S  SUCH  AS: K ING
C U R T IS  -  H E R B IE  M AN N  
M IL E S  D A V IS  
C H A R L IE  B Y R D  -  E D D IE  
H A R R IS  -  PLU S M A N Y  
M O R E. i
A R T IS T S  SUCH  AS: DON
E L L IS  -  T H E LO N IU S  
M O N K  -  C H A R L E S  L LO Y D  
-  LO U IS  A R M ST R O N G  -  
C H A R L IE  B Y R D  -  D U K E  
E LL IN G T O N  -  D A V E  
B R U B E C K  -  PLU S M AN Yi
M O R E
the center shop 
Montclair Bookstore
K uwe Supreme Jonn coltrane
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CliERRy: V iew s U na c c e p t a bis to  D e p a r t m e n t
By Irene McKnight
" I  thought the days of the 
Inquisition were over.” Harry 
Morales, a student of Dr. Robert 
Cherry and SG A legislator from the 
economics department voiced his
displeasure with the tactics used by 
the Personnel Advisory Committee 
(PAC) in their decision not to rehire 
Cherry, an assistant professor.
Cherry, who contends that the 
PAC evaluation was unfavorable
Datebook
TO DAY, THURS., NOV. 6
APPL ICAT IO N S DUE. Graduating and certification students eligible for 
January 1976 teaching certificates should apply at the registrar's office 
through Fri., Nov. 14.
APPL ICAT IO NS A V A ILA B LE . For upcoming student exhibition Nov. 11-14, 
sponsored by the fine arts council, in the fine arts department office or the 
SGA office.
EXH IB IT . "Borrowed in New Jersey," sponsored by the cultural programming 
office. Gallery One, Monday through Friday, 9 am-5pm. Free.
LECTURE. Featuring Euell Gibbons, sponsored by the Council on 
International and National Affairs (CINA). Memorial Auditorium, 1 pm.
Admission: SG A ID, free;all others, 5 0 cents.
TRIP. To NBC-tv studios in New York City, sponsored by College Life Union 
Board (CLUB) Travel and Leisure. Bus leaves from Panzer Gym, 2 pm. 
Admission $2.
DEM O NSTRAT IO N . "Wool: From Fleece to Yarn" featuring Regina Kelly, 
sponsored by the Student Bicentennial Club. College Hall room 304A, 7:30 
pm. Free.
DRAM A. "Neffie's Dance" in an independent study production. Studio 
Theater, 8:30 pm. Admission by donation.
FRI., NOV. 7
DRAM A. "Neffie's Dance" in an independent study production. Studio 
Theater, 2:30 and 8:30 pm.
FILM . "Trouble Man" sponsored by the Black Students Cooperative Union 
(BSCU). Student Center ballrooms, 8 pm. Admission: 25 cents.
CO FFEE HOUSE. Featuring Union, Buckwheat Honey and other local 
performers, sponsored by Chapin community. Chapin Hall lounge, 8:30 pm-1 
am. Free.
SAT., NOV. 8
MASS. Sponsored by Newman community. Newman House, 6:30 pm. 
FOOTBALL. Jersey City State College. Sprague Field, 8 pm.
DRAM A. "Neffie's Dance" In an independent study production. Studio 
Th e a te r. 8 :3 0  p m .
S U N .,  N O V .  9
M A S S .  S tud io  Theater, 11 am. New m an House, 7 :30  pm.
FAC U LTY  REC ITAL. Featuring pianist Stefan Young. McEachern Recital 
Hall, 4 pm.
TRYOUTS. For the ski team; all interested students are welcome. Panzer 
Gyms one and two, 6-8 pm. Free.
MON., NOV. 10
O RG AN IZAT IO N  PICTURES. For La Campana, 9 am-5 pm, through Wed., 
Nov. 12. Call yearbook office at 893-4346 for more information. 
REG ISTRAT IO N. For Avocado growing contest, sponsored by SGA. Center 
lobby, noon-3 pm.
C R A FT  SHOP. Life Hall. Open Monday through Wednesday 2-5 and 6-9 pm; 
Thursday 2-5 pm and Saturday 3-6 pm.
FO LK  DANCING. Sponsored by the International Student Organization. Life 
Hall Cafeteria, 8 pm.
HEBREW  LESSONS. Sponsored by Jewish Student Union. Life Hall room 
A-201, 8-9 pm. Free.
TUES., NOV. 11
EXH IB IT. "The Exhibitionists," sponsored by the fine arts council. Center 
ballrooms C, 9 am-5 pm, through Fri., Nov. 14 (Wed., Nov. 12 until 8 pm).
Free.
T IC KET  SALES. For Chicago concert at Nassau Coliseum, sponsored by 
CLUB. Center ballroom B, 10am. Admission: SG A  ID, $7.50 (Limit: Two per
ID).
OPEN LUNCH HOUR. Sponsored by Newman community. Newman House, 
11 am-2 pm.
MEETING. SG A  legislature and all interested students. Center fourth floor 
meeting rooms, 4 pm.
MEETING. Conservation Club general membership and all interested students. 
Center fourth floor conference room, 4 pm.
ISR A E L I DANCING. Sponsored by Jewish Student Union. Life Hall 
Cafeteria, 7-8 pm. Free.
CONCERT. "Return to Forever" featuring Chick Corea, Stanley Clark, Lenny 
White and Al DiMeola, sponsored by the Music and Arts Organizations 
Commission (MAOC). Memorial Auditorium, 8 pm. Admission: SGA ID, 
$2.50; all others, $5.
FILM . "Hail to the Chief," sponsored by CINA. Center ballrooms A  and B, 
8:15 and 10 pm. Admission: 50 cents.
WED., NOV. 12
LECTURE/DISCUSSION. "Women and Death" featuring assistant professor 
Ruth Blanche of the health professions department, sponsored by the 
Women's Center. Women's Center, noon. Free.
MEETING. Players general membership for election of officers. Memorial 
Auditorium understage, 4:30 pm.
M A ST ER  CLASS. "Workshop in Pantomime" featuring Adam Darius, 
sponsored by the Dance Club. College High gym, 7:30 pm. Admission: SGA 
ID, 50 cents; all others, $1.
LECTURE/CONCERT. Featuring Geoffrey Holder, sponsored by CLUB 
Lectures. Memorial Auditorium, 8 pm. Admission: SG A ID, free; all others, 
$2.50.
because of his radical views In 
economics, explained, "M y  views are 
acceptable within the profession, but 
not in the economics department."
C H E R R Y  W AS not recommended 
for retention last week by Dr. Suresh 
Desai, chairman of the economics 
department, who explained the 
decision as a combination of PAC 
e v a lu a t io n s  and personal 
observations. This week, Dean Phillip 
Cohen of the School of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences made the same 
non-retention decision. However, 
Cherry considered Cohen's decision 
supportive because of the delay 
involved and some position points in 
the recommendation.
Morales said that he thought the 
PAC evaluations were contradictory 
and did not "h it the real issues." 
"Are they (the PAC) out to evaluate 
or persecute?" Morales questioned.
He added that he doubted that the 
real reasons for the non-retention 
decision were brought out in the 
beginning. " I  call this lack of 
communication because they're not 
even arguing about the same things,"
Morales continued.
C H E R R Y  A LSO  answered charges 
that he had refused to teach courses 
in Marxian economics by explaining 
that they were summer courses which 
were underenrolled.
"There was no guarantee that 
these courses would be offered and 
they were not to be taught again in 
the foreseeable future," Cherry 
stated.
Cherry explained that he disagrees
By Frank Tedona
Since M SC ’s full-time student 
population exceeds its institutional 
quota, state appropriated funds will 
fall short of the amount necessary to 
educate over 300 students.
In order to offset this imminent 
MSC deficit, Jerome R. Quinn, acting
with the "racist models presented to 
explain poverty." The models, which 
according to Cherry are considered 
fact by members of the economics 
department, "are not scientific 
theory since they are assumptions 
and have no supportive evidence."
C H ER R Y  A D D E D  that a forum 
will be held on Fri., Nov. 7 at 2 pm 
in the Student Center where the 
subject of racism in economics will 
be discussed.
vice-president for administration and 
finance, said the college will ask the 
state if MSC can retain tuition fees of 
some 322 students by which the 
college exceeds its planned full-time 
enrollment level.
ACCORDING  TO Alan L. 
Buechler, director of admissions, 
MSC's state appropriated funds 
which supplement each student's 
tuition fees were budgeted on only 
10,178 In full-time "equivalent" 
students (full-time "equivalent" 
denotes those students carrying an 
average of both full and part-time 
students to equal a median of 15 
credit hours per semester). However, 
MSC 's full-time student "equivalent" 
load has swelled to 10,500 this 
semester, Buechler said.
All tuition revenue is usually sent 
to the state. Quinn said that MSC 
couldn't even receive the money, if 
granted, until all tuitions in a given 
semester have been tallied. However, 
he does expect the college’s request 
to be granted.
Quinn said that tuition only covers 
25% of the total cost of education 
and estimated the cost of educating 
each student each year to be 
approximately $2000, of which 
around $500 is paid by the student.
BUECHLER A T T R IB U T ED  the 
student overload to this year’s 
"attrition factor" or the annual 
projected diminution of any student 
body. He said the attrition rate, 
which usually hovers around 15%, 
probably lessened due to the bleak 
job market.
Buechler, when asked why 
enrollment could not be dictated by 
the  in d iv id u a l  c o lle g e 's  
administration, said simply that the 
problem could not be prevented by 
his office.
RoSSETTi INamecI 
‘T eacher  of Y ear’
By Meryl Yourish
Dr. Albert Rossetti, chairman of the department of business education, has 
been named "Teacher of the Year" by the Eastern Business Teachers 
Association, an organization which covers 13 states including New Jersey.
Rossetti was given the award because of his "organizational talents, 
scholarship and dedication" and his "love for people and his enthusiasm for 
colleagues, students and work," according to a news release from the public 
information office.
THE A W A R D  was presented at the annual Eastern Business Teachers 
Association convention which was held last month In Washington, DC. It is 
awarded each year on the basis of classroom performance, leadership, 
professional growth, personal qualities and civic and cultural activity, the news 
release said.
Rossetti said that he was not aware that he had been nominated for the 
award until the association notified him of the fact.
He said that he was "most pleased about it because it has made so many 
other people happy," such as his friends and family. He also said this has been 
the first time in at least 10 years that a New Jersey teacher has won the award.
The association stretches over five regions across the nation and the eastern 
branch covers 13 states. To be eligible for the award, a teacher must be 
nominated by a teacher in the same field.
The nominee is then observed by someone close to him professionally and 
the results are sent to the association to choose the person best qualified for 
the award.
Rossetti graduated from Trenton State College in 1959, earned his M A  at 
MSC and his EdD at Rutgers University. He has also attended New York 
University for his graduate studies. Rossetti taught high school five years before 
joining the MSC staff in 1964 and became department chairman in 1971.
He was promoted to professor in May 1972. He is currently advisor to Delta 
Pi Epsilon, a "very active" graduate student business fraternity. He is also 
president of the New Jersey Business Education Association.
MSC to Request 
Student Subsidies
MONTCLARION/John Scruggs
O LD  DOG /NEW TRICKS: SGA president Manny C. Menendez watches intently as Sue McGalliard demonstrates her 
skills at the relocated Craft Shop, which reopened this week in Life Hall.
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L ec t u r es  p r ese n t s
GEOFFREY HOLDER
The "Uncola ITIan"
and Tony flw ard  w inner for "The U liz"
speak in g  on
ALSO
S in g in g
D an c in g
Enterta in ing
ALSO
Two tickets to 
rhe W iz” will be 
raffled off
FREE 
after the 
performance!
Mem orial Auditorium
Wed., Now
All Others $2.
Station Drops Prices. Cuts Hours
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M O N T C L A R IO N / S u e  Castner
H ELP  YOU?: Sophomore business major Dave Suter gives service with a smile underneath the lower price sign at the 
Student Center gas station.
By Frances Fleischer
" It 's  a bit premature to say that 
the station is definitely in the black, 
but we're nowhere near the area of 
loss we were."
Harold Ostroff, Student Center 
business manager, commented in this 
way on the Student Center gas 
station's financial condition since the 
firing of its manager three weeks ago 
and the lowering of its gasoline prices 
three days later.
THE PR ICE  decrease came "due 
to the cost of the produce being 
down one cent a gallon," Ostroff 
said.
He agreed, however, that the 
station's ability to lower its prices 
"definitely had something to do with 
the elimination of the station 
manager's $10,000 a year job." 
Lowered prices have also resulted in 
"an appreciable increase in 
pumping," Ostroff noted.
Beginning Mon., Nov. 10, another 
moneysaving change will be 
instituted according to Ostroff, this 
time in the station's hours. "The 
early morning hours, when business is 
slow, will be eliminated," Ostroff 
said.
YOU ARE IN VITED  7t> LISTEN TX> THE
B R A H M S '‘R E Q U IE M ''
perform ed by ike
MONTCLAIR, STATE COLLEGE CONCERT CH O IR
an* He
N E W  P H IL H A R M O M IA  OF N E W  V O R R
Sandra Darling, Soprano IWilliam Metcalf, Baritone
C onducted by  
D A V I O  R A N D O L P H
o n
The David Randolph ConcertRadio Station W N Y O P M  93.9
momt" Overture,............BeAoven 1 Mon. Nov. IO<k, at 7-00 W
u'tem. Port X -  - * - Brahms J  repoM  Sat. N«v. I5lk,«tf Nan
J i  Mon. Nov. 17Ik,a* 7 :0 0  PM
Reejutent, Tbd j£ .............of* • |  rebate4 Jot. Nov. Hom
B A C H
ST. JOHN PASSION
Complete - In German
MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE 
CONCERT CHOIR &THE NEW 
PHILHARMONIA OF NEW YORK
(Concertmaster - Oscar Ravina of N .Y. Philharmonic)
DAVID RANDOLPH, conductor
Carolyn Val-Schmidt, sop.; Ellen Alexander, mezzoisop.; Gravson 
Hirst, ten.; |ohn Ostendorf, bass-bar.; Shirley Greitzer.hpschd.
SUNDAY EVENING, NOV. 23, al 8:80 
Memorial Auditorium, M ontdair Stale College, Upper M onda ir, 
N.J., Tickets $5, M SC  Students $2.50— Please make checks pay­
able to "St. John Passion Concert" and send, with self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: M usic  Department. M ontda ir State College, 
.Upper Montclair, N.1,07043 or Call (201) 893-5231.
The station will open at 11 :30 
am instead of the current 7:30 am.
Changes have also taken place in 
the operation of the station. Nancy 
G. DiGrazia, assistant to Ostroff, has 
been designated as supervisor since 
the firing of the manager. "This is an 
added responsibility to her job 
description as my assistant," Ostroff 
explained.
In addition, there are two 
students, Rafael Melendez and 
Gracelyn Riscica, who have been 
designated as "principal gas station 
attendants," Melendez for daytime 
and Riscica for evening hours, 
according to Ostroff.
THESE EM PLO YEES are paid 
"slightly higher hourly rates" than 
the regular attendants. Their main 
responsibility is the handling of all 
cash transactions.
Not everyone is satisfied with the 
new arrangements, however. An 
unidentified source connected with 
the station remarked, "There's no 
one to cover if somebody's sick or 
late. There was always someone here 
when Charlie (Chirichello, fired 
station manager) was here." Another 
noted that "the person in charge 
doesn't know as much as the old 
manager."
When asked if business was up 
since the price went down, an 
employe observed, " It 's  no busier 
than it has been. People come here 
because they need gas, not because 
the prices were lowered. You can get 
gas for less at some other places."
W h o ’s W h o  
Nom inat ion  
Fo rm s  R e a d y
By Janet Byrne
Nomination ballots for the 
national "W ho's Who Among 
Students in American Colleges and 
Universities" for 1976 are now 
available, according to Robert Gieza, 
assistant director of student 
activities.
Applications may be obtained in 
the student activities office and the 
SGA office, both on the fourth floor 
of the Student Center, the dean of 
students' office in College Hall and 
the various school and departmental 
offices. Completed forms must be 
handed in at Gieza's office on the 
fourth floor of the Student Center by 
Fri., Nov. 14 at 5 pm.
TH E REQ U IREM EN TS for 
nomination are a minimum of 2.75 
grade point average (GPA) and senior 
standing, i.e., 90 credits earned. A 
student may nominate himself or be 
named by a faculty or staff member. 
MSC will nominate a maximum of 48 
students for national recognition, 
Gieza said.
A  review committee, composed of 
two faculty members, two staff 
members, two students and a 
representative of the Educational 
Opportunity Fund (EOF) office and 
chaired by Gieza, will examine the 
compiled nominations to select 100 
semifinalists.
According to Gieza, who oversees 
the Who's Who program at MSC, a 
resume of a page or more must 
accompany all nomination forms.
THE COMM ITTEE will evaluate 
students according to the criteria of 
scholarship (GPA, senior standing), 
academic and extracurricular 
participation and leadership, 
citizenship, service to MSC and 
potential for future achievement.
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GRAND OPENING! 
THE CRAFT SHOP
IS BACK...
Now in Life Hall!
A/la/ce your own Christmas gifts now!
HOURS
( s u b j e c T  t o  c h A N q c )
Monday through W ednesday
2-5 and 6-9 pm 
Thursday 2-5 pm
Saturday 3-6 pm 
Friday and Sunday Closed
L.EATliERCRAfT
N eecH e p o în t
C reweI
EivtbRoidERy
CROctlETINq
KfMiiriNq
A service provided by your i
S TU D E N T
G O V ER N M EN T
A S S O C IA TIO N ,
INC.
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Now in Seventh Year
118 Enroll in Adult Ed
By Nancy Zajac
MSC's Adult Basic Education 
Learning Center, located in College 
Hall, is now in its seventh year of free 
service to the public in high school 
equivalency diploma programs.
John Sepede, coordinator of the 
center, took pride in mentioning that 
118 students are presently enrolled in 
its three programs: Adult Basic 
Education (ABE), English as a 
Second Language (ESL) and General 
Education Development (GED).
SEPEDE, S ITT IN G  at his desk 
outside the Reading Lab in College 
Hall, stressed that the center 
emphasizes "an individualized 
approach to learning."
"We pre-test and post-test,” 
Sepede said, when asked how his
s t u d e n t s  were evaluated. 
Standardized tests that measure 
mainly mathematics and reading 
skills are utilized for this purpose.
"Many times we have people come 
in who do not need any instruction 
at all before going for the GED 
exam," Sepede stated.
THE A V E R A G E  student aiming 
for a high school equivalency 
diploma needs 75 hours of class, two 
evenings a week, two hours each 
night.
Besides seven certified teachers, 
there are three college students 
working at the center as "aides" for 
teaching experience. Debbie Damico, 
a sophomore aide, said, " I  love this 
¡obi"
An advisory board, composed of
The Salesians...
True charity isn’t 
always a handful of 
rice... or the gift of a
warm sh irt...  It's helping others to help themselves.
A more lasting and dignified way, we say.
Since our foundation in 1859, this has been the 
Salesian way. Education is the keynote. What good is a 
meal today when one must think of all the tomorrows?
St. John Bosco knew this well. What good are dreams 
unless they are translated in reality by deeds?
Around the world, Salesian missioners help their 
flock by giving them ways to help themselves. Whether it 
is agricultural training or technical training for a trade 
they can learn, people are encouraged to find their 
own niche, their own way of betterment, their own road 
to human dignity and self help.
Salesians work primarily for youth, for it is in the 
young that hope is born. There are Salesian missions in 
73 countries around the world. If you are interested 
in a life that gives as much as it receives, fill-in the 
coupon below... and we will send you additional 
information on the Salesian way.
For more Information about Salesian Priests and 
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
Father Joseph, S.D.B. Room C-246
Salesians OF ST. JOHN BOSCOFllors Lane, West Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993
I am Interested in the Priesthood □  Brotherhood □
Name. . Age.
Street Addreaa.
City__________ State. Zip.
College Attending 
Claaa ofss ■
teachers and students, has been 
formed to periodically discuss 
opinions on the center's programs. 
Favorable sentiments were dominant 
at the board's first meeting this year, 
held last week.
SEPEDE, AN  EN G LISH  teacher at 
Montclair High School, said that 
similar programs are conducted at 
several other state schools Including 
Glassboro State College and Kean 
College. Federal funds awarded to 
New Jersey have been distributed to 
finance the program.
As pupils complete their studies at 
the center, their places are almost 
immediately filled by Individuals on a 
waiting list. Not every of the seven 
classes is full, though and Inquiries 
should be made about specific 
interests. Anyone with the urge to 
learn is welcome.
For further information see 
Sepede in College Hall, room 105, or 
call the Reading Lab at 893-4247, 
between 7:30 and 9:30 pm, Monday 
or Wednesday.
THE ONLY LOSERS'
IN SKI EVENTS 
ARE THE ONES * 
WHO DON'T 
TAKE PARTj
Help us help you have fun, 
and incidentally cut your 
skiing costs up to $500.
Support the U.S. Ski 
Association and see how 
proud you’ll be of the 
money you’ll save. For information, write: Skiing 
USSA Style, 1726 Champa, Denver, Colorado 80202.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Grants Available
* * * * * * * * * *  
*  
*  
** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * «
Any student or faculty member interested in applying for any of 
these grants should contact Ralph Ferrar, director of college 
development, or Janice Green, graduate assistant, by calling 
893-4332 or at the office of college development College Hall 321.
AR T
Deadline: Sat., Dec. 20 
National Endowment for the Arts 
Craftsmen's Fellowship Program
To enable craftsmen to set aside time and/or purchase materials 
to enable them to advance their careers as they see fit.
H U M AN IT IES  
Deadline: Mon., Dec. 1
National Endowment for the Humanities 
General Research Program
A  wide range of substantive projects In the humanistic disciplines 
Is supported through the General Research program. General 
Research projects tend to be long or m iddle-term and to Involve the 
efforts of several Individuals at the professional , assistant and 
clerical levels. The program encourages the development of 
collaborative, Interdisciplinary research projects In all the 
humanistic disciplines. A  particular activity Is the research and 
writing of serious narrative history on the state and local levels.
LABOR
Deadline: Mon., Dec. 1
United States Department of Labor
Manpower Research/Smaii Grant Research Projects
Under this program established scholars receive funds to conduct 
four types of projects: 1. research w hich explores new fields of 
Inquiry, 2. research which examines new  approaches to existing 
fields of Inquiry, 3. studies to test the effectiveness of feasibility of 
research projects or programs and 4. syntheses of the current "state 
of the art” In different research areas to provde guides for furure 
programs. Exploratory of feasibility research m ay be Initiated with 
small grant support as groundw ork for major studies. A  prim ary 
consideration In the approval of any grant request Is the relevance of 
the area of study to the objectives o f C E T A .
M ATH EM AT ICS 
Deadline: Mon., Nov. 24
United States Office of Education 
Metric Education Program
This program should encourage educational agencies and 
institutions to prepare students to use the revised metric system  of 
measurement with ease and facility as part of the regular 
educational program.
SHERWOOD BSR - KOSS - DYN A PICKERING - KLH - ALTEC - AR - GARRARD - SONY - PIONEER
If  you do not have your "W holesale  
Privilege C ard ," bring your I.D. card 
to our showroom and we will issue you 
a card.
IN -DASH AM -FM  
CASSETTE STEREO 
PLAYER
Push-button controls 
Fast Forward Control 
Cartridge Eject
ORIG. $169.95
NOW
VAlfDONlV AY
~7r~-WUS r  
l ( APPLI 
L_b CENTI
W H O i e S H U  P R IV IL E G E
SAVE on portable,
manual and electric
typewriters . 
calculators.
. . also
This Card Entitles the Bearer to Choose from 
J°P 0ran<J T V s. Radios. Stereos and Audio 
Components. Refrigerators. Air Conditioners 
f s S v r — A  Dishwashers. Disposals. Freezers Washers
' f S T Z S  *  Dryers Ranges Fine Furniture. Bedding. Car-
* t i Ä *  • petmg. Sewing Machines Watches & Jewelry
\  at Special Wholesale Prices
For Auto Purchase. Tires and Auto Service 
Inform ation. Call (2 01) 227-6828.
M A IN  S H O W R O O M
20 P ASSA IC  AVENUE 
FA IRF IELD  N J 07006
Hours (Pai rii aid Only)
Mon 9 9  Thurs 9
Tuas 9-6 Fn 9
Wad 9 6  Sal 9
B R A N C H  S H O W R O O M
73 LAFAYETTE AVE (RTE S9i 
SU FFER N  N Y 
• 914)357 6926 
Naurs iSulfatn Only)
Mon 9-6 Thurs 9 9
Tues 9 6  Fn 9 9
Wed 9-6 Sal 9 4
BASF
Stereo Components at Wholesale Prices
30 Day Exchange Privilege if any Component is Found Defective
BLANK RECORDING  
TAPE CASETTES
Performance Serici:
Low Noise/ Extended Range
lalSpecie 
List Price
C 45 2.50— $1.13
I C 60 2.85— $1.36
C 90 4.25— $1.94
C l 20 5.75— $2.55
Studio Series: Ferric Qxide 
High Output
C 60 3.75— 51.70
C 90 5.60— 52.50
C120 7.50— $3.30
Chromium Dioxide (CR02)
C 60 3.75— $1.74
C 90 5.60— 52.50
C l 20 7.50— 53.35
S Track:
Performance Serici:
Low Noise/ Extended Range
45 min. 3.10— $1.40 
64 min. 3.35— $1.51 
90 min. 3.75— $1.69
Studio Series:
Low Noise/ High Output
45 min. 3.75— 51.70 
64 min. 4.10— $1.85 
90 min. 4.35— S1.97
Sherwood - Garrard - Fisher
SHERWOOD 
STOIO, 20 Watt* 
RMS AM /FM  
Receiver
Orig. $189.95
GARRARD 42M, 
Phono, Base, 
Cover, Pickering 
Cartridge 
Orig. $103.00
FISHER XP69 
Speakers 10" 
Woofer, 4 "  
Midrange 
3 * s "  Tweeter 
Orig. $220.00 pr.
Save $256.95 over 507, 
Complete Stereo System 
Total Original Price $512.95
Now A ll For
Sansui - Dual - EPI
SANSUI 661,
SO Watts RMS 
AM /FM  Recoiver 
Orig. $349.00
DUAL 122S 
Auto Chonger 
Base, Dust Cover, 
Shure M91ED 
Cartridge 
Orig. $218.00
EPI Bookshelf II 
Speaker (Handles 
to 100 Watts 
RMS)
Orig. $360.00 pr.
Save 5465 over 50 
Complete Stereo System 
Total Original Price $927
Now A ll For
RECEIVERS Oriq. 
PIONEER SX 939, $S99
AM /FM  Receiver 
M A RAN TZ  2270, $599
AM/FM  Receiver 
(140 Wotts RMS)
TURNTABLES 
ARXB  Turntable $199.93 
Includes Bose, Cover, 
Shure M91Ed Cartridge 
GARRARD 0100C, $209
Auto Chonger
empire 39tm $399
Turntable Includes 
4000 D III Cartridge
HEADPHONES 
KOSS PRO 4AA, $70.00
KOSS PHASE $143
2 plus 2 (4 Channel)
KOSS ESP9 $175
(Electrostatic)
SALE
$399
$388
TAPE DECKS Orig, 
A K A I 4000DS $299
7 "  Reel Tape Deck,
A K A I C$34, $199.93
Cassette W/Dolby
CARTRIDGES
SHURE M91ED  S54.9S 
STANTON 600EE $53
STANTON 681EEE $84
CAR STEREO 
PIONEER $79.93
TP223-B Track 
With (2) TS5 Speakers 
SPEAKERS
AR3A  Speakers ea. $293 ea. 
ULTRU N EAR
1000, ea. $199.95 * 0’
KHL 6V ea. $129.93 ««•
SALE
$199
$137
$39
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER 20 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, N. J. 07006 73 Lafayette Avenue, Sutfern, N. Y. 10901
PHONEMATE - PHILIPS - THORENS - TECHNICS - STANTON - PACE - ROYCE BEARCAT JENSEN
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Last week the SGA distributed a questionnaire about MSC’s Health 
Center services to residents of MSC’s five residence halls as part of its 
investigation of the quality of infirmary patient treatment. Early 
returns indicate that the prognosis for the center’s efficiency rating 
is not good.
A sampling of the first returns, 90% of which look negatively at 
the center and its personnel, reveals student comments such as “no 
good,” “I refuse to go there because o f the things I’ve heard,” “They 
do nothing for you” and “You’ve got to be kidding.”
When confronted by student discontent, center and 
administration officials shrug their shoulders and simply say, “No 
money.”
So what if there’s a doctor for thousands of students and faculty 
members on call here only two hours per weekday and not at all on 
weekends. So what if the facility is closed completely on weekends. 
We don’t have the money so we just can’t do it.
And so what if we’re playing with lives? Far-fetched and 
improbable, certainly, but definitely possible. Just a few minutes of 
treatment by trained personnel could mean the difference between 
life and death on some Saturday night. But the center hasn’t got the 
money to be open. However, the students have and pay the money 
to be here living in dorms on the weekends. But so what?
Just this so what: Should someone be crippled permanently or die 
because there were not trained medical personnel around all hell will 
be brought down on the administration.
The SGA is currently looking into the possibility of petitioning 
for the rerouting o f  administration funds under the Student Service 
fee to keep the center open a little more and to uplift the quality of 
the first aid attention that can be given there.
In order to help matters, students should respond quickly and 
factually on their questionnaires in order to arrive at some sort of 
total picture o f the estimated value o f the center’s services and 
restore a clean bill o f health to MSC’s medical facilities.
NOW . A B E .  I T R U ST  YOU U N O E R ST A N O  TH E G RAV ITY  
OF YOUR S ITU A T IO N . . .1 M E A N . T H IS  IS  N O  LAU G H IN G  
M ATTER , / 'K N O W ? '
Soapbox
Defends Dorm Booze Policy
exercising his contractual rights.To the Editor:
In the last month the 
administration has come under a 
great deal of criticism for the 
institution of an interim policy that 
places restrictions on alcohol use in 
the dorms. Although the policy is 
unpopular I feel it is necessary to 
have such rules and regulations.
Dorm residents have been 
cooperative with the provisions of 
the interim policy and hopefully the 
final policy will be more acceptable 
to them with less restrictions.
Last Friday Bohn Hall had its first 
dorm party of the year with great 
results. Following the guidelines 
specified by the interim policy things 
ran smoothly and without incident.
Considering there were over 500 
people in attendance I think this 
shows that residents can have large 
dorm parties and be responsible at 
the same time.
I’d like to thank the residents of 
Bohn Hall (and their guests) for their 
cooperation in abiding by the rules 
and their help in setting up the party. 
If students and the administration 
work together we all stand to benefit 
and I feel that Bohn Hall’s party was 
a good example.
Richard Kaplan, Penthouse Dorm 
Council president 
industrial arts 1978
No Enemy Yet
To the Editor:
In last week’s MONTCLARION, 
Leo Jacoby, vice-president of the 
New Jersey Student Association 
(NJSA), was quoted as calling the 
question of a tuition increase 
“premature.”
Jacoby asserted that while the 
question of a tuition increase is 
“indefinite” at this time, it may be 
necessary to pressure state legislators 
“later on” when the tuition hike 
threat becomes “genuine.”
The implications of Jacoby’s 
statements are extremely misleading! 
The threat of a tuition increase is 
genuine and is presently being thrust 
upon us. Further, we cannot wait 
until “later on” to apply pressure on 
state legislators.
If we, as students and responsible 
citizens, fail to individually and/or 
collectively assert ourselves in strong 
opposition to any tuition hike, this 
present “threat” of increased tuition 
will very shortly become a reality.
There are options open to all who 
choose to act in opposing a tuition 
hike. If each of us wrote just one 
letter to a respective representative, 
that would mean over 7500 letters 
(considering MSC day undergraduate 
students alone) bombarding our 
representatives’ office demanding no 
tuition increase!
We must be heard and we must 
make our representatives aware that 
we care and are willing to fight for 
what we believe.
Working collectively in our fight 
against a tuition increase, the SGA 
has organized efforts presently 
operating which are realistically 
dealing with the tuition issue. 
Anyone who is interested in 
becoming involved in these efforts is 
encouraged to contact the SGA 
office on the fourth floor o f the 
Student Center.
Whatever we decide to do, 
individually or collectively, it cannot 
be emphasized enough that now is 
the time to act !
Annette DiNapoli 
psychology 1977
MSC Misled
To the Editor:
I wish to correct certain 
misstatements attributed to Dr. 
Suresh Desai, chairman of the 
economics department, which 
appeared in the (unfortunately titled) 
article, “Politics Didn’t Figure in 
Cherry Decision,” by Irene 
McKnight, in the Thurs., Oct. 30 
issue of the MONTCLARION.
Desai is quoted as having said: “ It 
is coincidental that my decision (net 
to recommend Dr. Cherry) is in 
concurrence with (the decision of) 
the Personnel Advisory Committee 
(PAC).” This is surely mistaken.
I have  se en  D esa i’s 
recommendation of non-retention for 
Cherry. In it, Desai cites no negative 
information of any kind, other than 
the judgments by the PAC! The 
document itself makes clear that 
Desai’s decision was based, in part, 
upon information provided by the 
PAC. The relationship between 
Desai’s decision and the PAC’s 
cannot be correctly termed 
“coincidental!”
Desai is also alleged to have stated 
that Cherry was unwilling to teach 
Marxian economics and that this 
contributed to the decision of 
non-retention. Again, the real facts 
are different.
In Oct. 1974, the economics 
department turned down a proposal 
from Cherry for a course in Marxist 
economics. Last summer, Cherry was 
given the opportunity to offer a 
course, “Introduction to Marxist 
Economics,” at noon, .under the 
“Special Topics” number in the 
department, provided tha( at least 12 
students enrolled. Cherry was also 
given another course to teach, earlier 
in the morning.
Five weeks before the beginning of 
Summer Session, Cherry’s second 
course was cancelled. At that time, 
only six students had registered for 
the course. Cherry was also informed 
by Desai that the department was 
unwilling to commit itself to offering 
this course again in the foreseeable 
future.
Cherry then knew that, if he were 
to spend the time necessary to 
properly prepare this course, it might 
be cancelled at the last moment due 
to under-enrollment anyway and he 
might not be given the chance to 
teach it again.
Because of commuting and 
day-care costs for his daughter, he 
could not really afford to teach only 
one summer course, for about (net) 
$600. Finally, since the course was 
scheduled for noon and necessitated 
a two-hour round trip from his home, 
it would seriously interfere with time 
he might better use to prepare fall 
courses and do research, in which he 
is very active.
It is a faculty member’s 
contractual prerogative to withdraw 
from a second summer course 
without prejudice if a first course has 
been cancelled. This is so because it is 
generally recognized that the low rate 
of summer pay frequently makes 
teaching only one summer course 
economically unfeasible. Cherry 
exercised his prerogative and 
cancelled the Marxism course.
It is not correct then to say that 
Cherry was “unwilling” to teach 
Marxian economics, since he was, in 
fact, eager to do so. Nor is it legally 
or morally justifiable to penalize him 
or any other faculty member for
I do not wish to speculate as to the 
source of the errors in fact reported 
in this article. This is a secondary 
issue.
What is important, I believe, is that 
the MSC community be made aware 
of the real facts. They are 
documented and Cherry will make 
the documents available to any 
interested member of the MSC 
community.
Grover Furr 
assistant professor/English
B r a in  Hike
To the Editor:
I am thinking of how to rearrange 
human consciousness so as to create 
harmony. One very necessary 
component of this transfer is the 
raising of respect for human 
intelligence.
People' take for granted our ability 
to recognize and utilize common 
objects, a chair or a tv set. We scorn 
or look down on children for their 
inability to do “simple” tasks. We 
have lost sight of the awe or power of 
human perception.
It took a long time, many 
centuries as a race and many years as 
a person, to construct the world we 
live in. The common factor in all of 
life’s situations is our being. This 
being is pure and eternal because of 
the absence of connotations or 
relations.
Life’s awareness is based upon the 
premise that we can experience 
physical stimuli in different wavs. Bv 
joining these experiences we 
formulate concepts. An example is 
that a chair is a chair no matter what 
particular shape it takes. We cannot 
do this when we are very young.
We have come a long way, 
historically and personally and have 
taken for granted and forgotten 
much. Our need to be selfish which 
has been imposed upon us by a 
scared and cornered race of animals 
(humans) has clouded over and 
dominated the simple bom-in awe of 
life. We have lost sight of the forest. 
We are bom free yet refuse to stay 
free.
Question, hope, desire and realize 
that we are all one. For in this place 
of unity is the heart of the sun-love. 
Remember what Melanie said, “Lay 
it down, men can live as brothers.” 
Try not to be afraid to give freedom 
for in return you gain freedom. Let’s 
dance together.!
Scott Kevelson 
psychology 1978
Thanks...
To the Editor:
Thanks MSC for your generosity! 
When times are tight and you can’t 
tell a college student that there aren’t 
some of us who have begged for our 
next meal, you did well.
Halloween UNICEF boxes were 
placed in the cafeteria and bookstore 
of the Student Center and a table set 
up in the Center lobby to accept 
donations.
The final sum from three boxes 
and the table came to approximately 
$70. Even your pennies made a 
difference so thank you again for 
stopping to think of someone else.
Marie Aloia 
chairman o f C INA  
committee o f UN affairs
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Voters Kill Further 
NJ Spending Plans
The Republicans, made 
substantive gains in the assembly 
recapturing 17 seats in Tuesday’s 
elections. This has cut the huge 
Democratic majority from 66 to 49 
seats.
The heavy Democratic losses were 
attributed to the NJ Governor 
Brendan T. Byrne administration as 
the GOP concentrated their efforts in 
their campaign platforms on the 
fiscal irresponsibility and bureacratic 
mismanagement displayed by Byrne. 
It was a case of the GOP running 
against Byrne rather than individual 
assemblyman pitted against each 
other.
FORD HURTS GOP
The Republicans could have taken 
more seats but voters identified the 
national state of affairs and the high 
unemployment with the GOP under 
President Gerald R. Ford.
Ford came to New Jersey in 
October to a fund-raising dinner on 
behalf of the state assemblymen. His 
efforts resulted in giving the 
Republicans money on a statewide 
basis that was to purchase 
professionally placed advertisements 
in newspapers throughout New 
Jersey.
The GOP also ran their campaign 
on a “no income tax” pledge. The 
pledge may have paid off as only 24 
of the Democrats that voted for the 
income tax out of 41 will return in 
January 1976.
Unless an income tax is voted 
upon by the lame duck assembly, 
there will be virtually no chance for 
its approval next year. Instead the 
state may look to more massive 
budget cuts or an increase in the state 
sales tax to fund the recently 
approved “thorough and efficient” 
bill.
NO ON BONDS
The voters also turned back the 
$922 million bond issue. Despite 
heavy support from organized labor, 
people did not want to pay over $1.5 
billion for “leaf-raking” jobs that 
were supposed to stimulate New 
Jersey’s staggering economy.
With New Jersey leading the 
nation in unemployment, the bonds 
were designed by Byrne to give lifts 
in badly hurt areas such as 
construction and housing. Byrne 
blamed the defeat on Ford’s recent 
attack on New York City.
Apparently the electorate didn’t 
want to see New Jersey in a crisis 
situation equal to that of our next 
door neighbor. Wisely enough a “no” 
was registered on all four bond issues. 
The bonds drew negative votes in 
almost all of the legislative districts. 
ERA CHOPPED
Also going down in defeat was the 
controversial Equal Rights 
Amendment (ERA). It was the 
closest issue of the six public 
questions.
Proponents of the bill felt that the
vagueness of the referendum and the 
fear tactics used by opponents were 
the primary reasons for the setback. 
Many women voted “no” as they 
were afraid that their daughters 
would have to share rest rooms with 
dirty old men.
Even though the GOP did not take 
control of the assembly, the 
substantive gains they made reflected 
the attitudes of the voters.
In August the Republicans felt 
that they could win 12 seats, 
primarily in GOP concentrated 
districts that went Democratic in the 
Byrne landslide. They managed to 
take a few more because the people 
are getting tired of getting ‘Byrned’ 
again and again.
All during the election 
Republicans asked the voters to 
‘ send a message to Trenton.” The 
election clearly proves that the
residents of this state do not want an 
income tax, do not want fiscal 
irresponsibility and do not want to 
be pawns in a political charade. 
LISTEN UP BYRNE
Ron Fava, the successful GOP 
candidate in the 35th district 
(Paterson, Hawthorne, Prospect Park, 
North Haledon), echoed his concern 
by exclaiming “I hope he (Byrne) got 
the message.”
New Jersey will soon find out. 
Byrne has a controversial public 
school funding bill as well as higher 
education problems to contend with. 
He also has 13% unemployemnt and 
sinking revenues.
He must decide whether or not to 
cut his budget or raise taxes. It will 
be either less limousine services and 
fewer maids or an income tax. The 
voters made their choice, now Byrne 
will have to make his.
..................
ASSEMBLY:
DISTRICT 26 (parts of E&ex County) 
Eldridge Hawkins, East-Orange (D) 
Richard J. Codey, Orange (D) 
DISTRICT 27 (parts of Essex County) 
John N. Dennis, Verona (R)
Carl A. Orechio, Nutley (R)
DISTRICT 28 (parts of Essex County) 
Patrick J. Scanlon, Newark (D)
Peter Shapiro, South Orange (D), 
age 23, youngest assemblyman of 80 
DISTRICT 29 (parts of Essex County) 
Willie B. Brown, Newark (D)
Ronald Owens, Newark (D)
DISTRICT 34 (parts of Passaic County) 
Emil Olszowy, Passaic (R)
William J. Bate, Clifton (D)
DISTRICT 35 (parts of Passaic County) 
Ronald Fava, Paterson (R)
Vincent Ozzie Pellecchia, Paterson (D) 
DISTRICT 36 (parts of Bergen County) 
Robert P, Hollenbeck, Carlstadt (D) 
Richard F. Visotcky, Garfield (D)
College Life Union Board 
presents
General Board
MEETING
Thurs., Nov. 13 4 pm 
Student Center 
Meeting Rooms
E N T E R T A I N M E N T
PARTY
C A T A C O M B S
DISCO
Wed., Nov. 19 8 pm 
Life Hall Cafeteria 
Admission 50°
CINEM A
MOVIE
Thurs., Nov. 20 8 pm 
Student Center Ballrooms 
SG A  ID  $1
Mon., Nov. 17
Call 893-5232 for 
more information!
Catacombs is cancelled Wed., Nov. 12!
A Class One Organization of the SGA!
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Corea to 
Perform
By R. Branch
Noted jazz pianist Chick Corea 
will perform in a program with a 
theme of "Return to Forever" on 
Tues., Nov. 11 at 8 pm in 
Memorial Auditorium.
Most of Corea's material is 
considered a challenge even to the 
virtuoso performer. Artists such 
as Stan Getz have taken to 
playing renditions of tunes of 
Corea's such as his "Blue 
Windows" to prove their 
versatility and to adapt to new 
and changing trends in jazz.
C O R E A 'S  JAZZ  influenced 
Latin rock synthesis derived from 
Miles Davis' heavily rhythmic 
experiments on his "Bitches 
Brew" album. He has worked 
with such notables as Mongo 
Santamaria, Willie Bobo and 
Herbie Mann. He has recorded 
with Hubert Laws, Sonny Stitt 
and Santamaria.
Among the artists Corea most 
frequently emulates are Tatum, 
Hancock and Thelonisu Monk. 
McCoy Tyner and Bill Evans too 
have influenced his work heavily.
Corea was born in Chelsea, 
Mass., 1941. He studied music 
from the age of six and obtained 
his first paying job through his 
father, also a professional 
musician.
T IC K ET S  FOR the concert, 
which also features Stanley Clark, 
Lenny White and Al DiMeola, are 
priced at $2.50 with SG A ID and 
$5 for others. For further 
information call 893-5231.
Arts Scene
"The Exhibitionists," a juried 
show of works by fine arts students 
will be presented in Student Center 
Ballroom C Tues.-Fri., Nov. 11-14. 
Show hours are 9 am-8 pm on 
Wednesday and 9 to 5 on the other 
days.
The exhibition is being sponsored 
by the Fine Arts Council, a chartered 
group of the SGA, and will be 
mounted by students in an exhibition 
workshop, taught by Brian B. 
Watkins, assistant professor of fine 
arts.
Serving on the jury will be Bill 
Finneran, fine arts chairman at 
William Paterson College, Fran 
Dezany of Doubletree Galleries in 
Montclair, and Lou Hamer of 
Discovery Gallery, Clifton.
STR IN G  FEST IV A L
The music department will host 
the second session of the Third 
Annual New Jersey Intercollegiate 
String Orchestra Festival on Sat., 
Nov. 8, all day in Memorial 
Auditorium.
The festival brings together string 
players from all of the state colleges 
in a reading-orchestra under the 
baton of Martin Lebeau of Trenton 
State.
FAC U LTY  REC ITAL
Pianist Stefan Young will be 
presented in a faculty recital in 
McEachern Recital Hall on Sun., 
Nov. 9, at 4 pm.
Two of the pianist's own 
compositions, "Serenade" and 
"Fantasy," will be included on the 
program. He will also olay "Sonata in 
0  Major" by Mozart; "Intermezzo, 
Cp. 116, No. 4 " and "Pour le Plano" 
by Debussy; and five works by 
Chopin.
To PnoduCE, D ìrect  BUck D ram a
By Helen Moschetto
Senior speech/theater major Philip 
Thomas will produce and direct an 
original black drama as part of an 
independent study project. The play, 
entitled "Neffie's Dance,” will be 
presented today through Sat., Nov. 8 
at 8:30 pm with a matinee on Nov. 7 
at 2:30 pm. A free will donation will 
be accepted at the door.
When asked to describe the plot, 
Thomas said, "The play is a black 
fable about eternal love and Neffie is 
a young girl in love with a black 
militant." The main setting of the 
play is late 1960's America, Thomas 
said, but there are also dream 
sequences set in Africa.
MOST OF the 30 or so students 
involved are not speech/theater 
majors but "just people interested in 
performing," Thomas said.
Thomas is optimistic about his
project. "Things are running 
relatively smoothly," he said, "and 
the play should be a nice experience, 
especially for the people involved, 
but also for the audiences."
Thomas has made extensive efforts 
to insure the success of "Neffie's 
Dance." He organized four 
workshops by professionals in theater 
in order to prepare the cast for the 
varied demands of the play. Thomas 
also opened the workshops to anyone 
interested at no charge.
DU R IN G  THE first workshop on 
Oct. 2, several members of 
Montclair's Whole Theater Company 
discussed the technical and 
administrative aspects of theater, and 
Sandy Ross of the Negro Ensemble 
Company, New York City, covered 
lighting design.
An actor's training workshop was 
held on Oct. 9, which featured Laurie
M O N T C L A R IO N / S u e  Castner
W INNERS: Four members of the newly-formed Forensics Association who 
came home winners from a regional College Forensics Association competition 
pose with their trophies. They are, from left to right: Sue Daley, who placed 
second in Poetry Reading; Diane Collesano, who capped second place in 
Extemporaneous Speaking; Veronica Butow, a first place winner in Humorous 
Oral Interpretation and Alan Reinecke, a double winner with a fourth in Prose 
Reading and a fifth in Original Poetry. The competition was held at Herber 
Lehman College, New York, on Oct. 24-25.
Anthropology Club 
sponsors a
DANCE
fe a t u r in g
FREE WHEELIN’
c o u n t r y -r o c k  
bluegrass  music
Thurs., Nov. 13
9 pm—1 am 
Life Hall
SGA ID  50C  
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Server of the Learning Theater of 
Paterson, who led a session on 
improvisational techniques, and Ernie 
McClintock of the Afro-American 
Studio Theater in New York, who 
spoke on "Freeing the Actor."
A playwright's workshop was held 
on Oct. 16 with Garland and Niamani 
Thompson of the Frank Silvera 
Writers Workshop, New York, and 
Butler Brewton, instructor of English' 
at MSC. This workshop covered
reading and critiqueing a new play 
and also included a brief history of 
black theater.
ON OCT 23, Paula Yaa Johnson, 
founder and director of the Afro 
Ballet Ensemble of Montclair, led a 
dance workshop.
"Neffie's Dance" was written by 
China Clark of the writers workshop. 
It has already been presented by a 
black theater group in New York.
*33,500,000
U ncla im ed
S c h o la r s h ip s
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and 
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of 
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, C A  90025 
□  I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
P L E A S E  RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF 
UNCLAIM ED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address__ ._________________________
City________________________ State__
(California residents please add 6%  sales tax.)
.Zip.
M  BE
Travel Z ps 
(l^ Wexico
With vacation time fast approaching, 
many of you will no doubt be traveling 
to Mexico. Some of you might even be 
coming back. Here are some helpful 
hints.
1. A man on a burro always has the 
right of way, unless he appears to be 
a weakling.
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of 
Cuervo down a man’s collar is not 
thought to be humorous.
3. Falling onto a cactus, even an 
actual Cuervo cactus, can be 
a sticky proposition.
4. It is tough to find hamburger 
rolls in the smaller towns; it’s 
best to bring your own.
JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA. SO PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY C 1975. HEUBLEIN. INC., HARTFORD. CONN.
'Sunshine Boys'
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Loving Tearn Effort
PO INTED  R E M A R K S: George Burns inadvertently launches into the finger-poking trickwhich drives Walter Matthau up 
a wall In this harmonious scene from the film version of Neil Simon's hit 1972 play "The Sunshine Boys." The film 
opens today as the holiday attraction at Radio City Music Hall.
By Mike Finnegan
It's quite gratifying to see a film 
that is so obviously a loving team 
effort as the movie version of Neil 
Simon's hit comedy "The Sunshine 
Boys."
At the head of the team Walter 
Matthau and George Burns each two 
m e m o ra b le  and touch ing 
performances as members of a 
vaudeville comedy duet whose 
reunion for a prospective tv special 
causes a lot of stubborn shenanigans.
OF THE two Matthau seems more 
to attack and sculpt his performance 
as Willie Clark (of the team of Lewis 
and Clark), starting with Dick 
Smith's perfectly modulated make-up 
job to create a lovable mixture of 
crabbiness and lineliness that's always 
funny. Everything from his slouchy 
posture to his New Yawkese accent 
to his shuffling walk helps to create a 
marvelous portrait.
Matthau has a lion's share of good 
moments, right from the start with 
his encounter with a garage 
mechanic, bending over to peer under 
a slightly raised garage door, potato 
chips dribbling from his mouth as he 
auditions for a tv commercial, 
struggling to slide open his front door 
bolt lock.
In contrast to Matthau, Burns just 
quietly, smoothly slips into his role 
of Al Lewis like a hand into a glove. 
From the first frame of his 
appearance, he’s not himself but in 
character. And for his first movie in 
36 years, Burns makes it a character 
to remember.
GONE A R E  the ear to ear grin and 
the usually present cigar. They are 
replaced with some grandly subtle 
underplaying in which he tosses off 
Simon's wisecracks like the best of 
them. Matthau ages. Burns gets 
younger. Matthau overbears, Burns is 
subtle. Together they make a 
wonderful team.
Take the scene In which they are 
first reunited. To recreate their 
famous "doctor" sketch (based 
loosely by Simon on Smith and 
Dale's "Dr. Kronkheit" routine), the 
twosome start rearranging the 
furniture. Obvious to each other, 
each one undoes everything the 
other's just set up.
It is a mirthful scene, beautifully 
executed by two pros intent on what 
they’re doing. And being intent on 
what they’re doing is what is so 
valuable to the team effort. Everyone 
wisely gets out of their way.
EVEN  R IC H A R D  Benjamin bows 
to the team's star duet but his 
performance as Clark's super nervous 
nephew-agent still remains a gem. His 
neurotic jitters over his uncle's 
absentmindedness register credibly 
and Benjamin returns to fun comedy 
reminiscent of his (and wife Paula 
Prentiss') terrific but short-lived 1967 
tv comedy series "He and She."
Director Herbert Ross takes 
Simon's script, crackingly expanded 
to include the cleverly hilarious 
commercial audition scene and some 
warm home scenes with the Burns 
character and binds it in a ribbon of 
fine, atmospheric location filming.
Clark's disheveled apartment Is a 
masterpiece of disarray and memory 
in which Matthau is definitely at 
home. In this one setting is captured 
the loneliness of age and the 
stubborn durability of a clown whose 
past career gets confused too often 
with the present.
ROOMS A N D  houses, like the 
tranquil suburban home of the Lewis 
character, which have personality are 
contrasted with office buildings and
tv studios that are cold with the lack 
of It. It is this contrast of coldness 
and warmth which permeates the 
relationships throughout the story, 
partner to partner, uncle to nephew 
and father to daughter. Ross and 
Simon have achieved this effect 
through the visual and verbal design. 
The warmth wins out in the end and 
that outcome suits us fine.
The audience responds to the very 
first scenes, the credits being
presented over old vaudeville clips to 
the tune of "Make 'Em Laugh" and 
then and there the warm glow of the 
film is established and maintained 
throughout. Even when the bickering 
seems acute there is genuine affection 
at the core of the team's partnership.
This affection, the grandest result 
of the team's efforts, makes for a 
witty and winning film comedy 
experience, Matthau and Burns as 
"The Sunshine Boys."
Stors Seem Young, Dapper
It was more than a bit startling to 
see Walter Matthau and George Burns 
In person immediately after a 
screening of their new movie "The 
Sunshine Boys" last week.
So convincingly and touchingly do 
they portray two feisty old men on 
the screen that it's hard to see them 
for the dapper, relatively young guys 
that they are. And so wonderfully do 
they enact the crusty abrasiveness of 
the duo's relationship that their 
remarks about how smooth the 
filming went seemed strange, too.
" IT  W AS such fun," Burns said 
about this film which marked his 
return to movies after 36 years, "that 
they should just remake 'The 
Sunshine Boys' every year." The film 
opens today as the holiday attraction 
at Radio City Music Hall.
Matthau, who's been in gratifying 
contact with the works of Neil Simon 
before, agreed. " It  could be referred 
to as the 'old Odd Couple" or 
'Barefoot in the Park 30 years later,"' 
he remarked with a chuckle, "but I
think this would have to be my 
favorite role that I've every played."
Burns, a foxy 79 years young and 
clad in a checkered tan jacket and a 
white turtle neck sweater, was his 
usual old, serious self, tossing off a 
quick song for the audience and 
advising, " I 'm  goin' to a discotecque 
afterwards."
THE DAPPER ex-vaudevillian, 
sporting his ever-present cigar, was 
eager to spell out how he keeps so 
young; " I  smoke a lot, drink a lot of 
martinis and get hardly any sleep."
The 54-year old Matthau wasn’t 
above some joking either as he told 
of a lady who came up to him during 
the New York location filming of 
"The Sunshine Boys" and said, " I  
know you...you're...Walter Brennanl"
A  Tony award winner for "The 
Odd Couple" and star of the movies 
"The Odd Couple" and "Plaza 
Suite," all Simon works, Matthau 
emphasized that despite the 
enjoyment of the shooting, very little 
of the script was changed. Simon is a
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very meticulous writer, he assessed, 
unable to resist the temptation to 
add, "  ... certainly the richest."
BOTH ST A R S  agreed that acting 
came easy. Burns summed it up: 
"You  knock on a door and 
somebody says 'Come in.' If you 
come in, you're an actor; if you 
don't, you're an idiot."
Although neither actor admitted 
much preparation for the role 
Matthau said he did listen to some 
cassettes of Smith and Dale routines 
(the vaudeville comedy duo on which 
Simon loosely, very loosely, based his 
characters) to get some ideas for the 
doctor sketch which is one of the 
film's highlights.
Burns admitted that not 
everything was easy. When asked how 
he managed to get through hours of 
shooting without a cigar, he replied 
that his character did need a cane for 
the film. "A t  my age, you gotta hold 
onto something," he mused.
D RESSED  IN a classy blue jacket 
with red vest and pink striped tie, 
Matthau hoped that he would come 
back to Broadway some day if he 
found a good script, saying that 
doing plays was his favorite acting 
pastime.
With that Burns piped up, “ Even 
though I wasn't asked that question. 
I'd like to say that I'd come back. If 
they reopen the old Jefferson 
Theater on 14th St., I'd  come back I"
Both guys were eager to praise 
Simon's writing skill. Burns, who 
stressed the value of writers' words to 
a comic, called Simon the greatest 
writer in the world. He also had 
nothing but praise for today's new 
yoijpg comedians, saying that 
nowadays if they don't steal your 
jokes, there's something wrong with 
your material, as opposed to 50 years 
ago when comics would guard their 
material jealously.
During Conference
M ATTH AU  A N D  Burns both 
boasted of upcoming movies and 
both will be keeping busy for some 
time to come. The audience, hungry 
for more, applauded gratefully 
moments after Matthau and Burns 
were whisked out a side exit.
But that was only natural 
considering the stature of the star 
duet and Burns, especially, summed 
up the gift of laughter ever-present in 
"The Sunshine Boys," when he 
simply said, "I've  been a 'Sunshine 
Boy' all my life." -Finnegan
M ATCHING PA IR: Walter Matthau (left) and George Burns had nothing but 
praise for each other on their starring work in the new movie “The Sunshine 
Boys. An account of a meeting with college newspaper reporters appears to 
the left
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Splendidly A ctecI
By Tom Malcolm
Director A. J. Antoon has served 
up a gorgeous to look at, splendidly 
acted production of Sir Arthur Wing 
Pinero's "Trelawny of the 'Wells'" at 
Lincoln Center's Vivian Beaumont 
Theater, New York.
This romantic Victorian comedy 
hardly seems like the classic the New 
York Shakespeare Festival insists it 
is. It's mostly fluff with a slow 
m o v in g  p lot, in su ffic ien t 
characterization and little 
philosophizing.
BUT ANTOON  has staged the play 
with all the love and respect usually 
accorded classics and as a result it's 
hard to resist liking this somewhat 
overlong, unsubstantial drama.
The action takes place in New 
York City at the turn of the century. 
Rose Trelawny (Marybeth Hurt), a 
supposedly gifted actress at the Wells 
Theater is making preparations to 
leave the middle class boarding house 
where she lives with numerous other 
actors, all more or less eccentric and 
a salt of the earth landlady (Helen 
Verbit).
Trelawny's leaving to live for a 
time at the house of her extremely 
wealthy fiance in order to become 
cultured and genteel enough to marry 
into the upper class. She meets with 
endless frustration as her fiance's
unbearably stern and correct aunt 
and uncle do their best to prevent 
this high-spirited girl from having any 
fun - or from doing much of anything 
for that matter. Things come to a 
head when Trelawny sneaks a rowdy 
bunch of friends into the house one 
night after hours.
THE ACTING  for the most part, is 
superb. One scene in particular is a 
comic gem as Trelawny's extremely 
uncomfortable and uptight fiance 
tries his best to make a speech at the 
actor's boarding house after dinner, 
blowing it completely and taking a 
good 10 minutes to do so.
Mandy Patinkin is amusingly 
pathetic as he starts, stops and 
stammers without saying much of 
anything, but Trelawny's actor 
friends really cause hysteria with 
their extreme, childish impatience 
and complete disgust with the man’s 
lack of presence.
John Lithgow gloriously hams it 
up as an outrageously ego inflated 
melodramatic actor. Meryl Streep is 
elegantly affected as a lovely, 
ambitious actress who is really more 
business woman than actress. Ben 
Slack does a comical bit as an always 
clowning actor who scorns anything 
even faintly resembling normalcy. 
Anita Dangler does a fine "great lady 
of the theater” bit and Jerome
PERSU ASIO N : Rose Trelawny (Marybeth Hurt), a vivacious young actress, gently makes her crusty old father-in-law to 
be (Walter Abel) see things her way as her astonished fiance (Mandy Patinkin) looks on in "Trelawny of the 'Wells, ' "  Sir 
Arthur Wing Pinero's turn of the century comedy now playing at the Vivian Beaumont Theater in Lincoln Center.
Dempsey as her spouse is equally 
pompous and melodramatic.
A L IN E  M ACM AHO N  is supremely 
regal and fastidious as the uptight 
aunt, and Walter Abel is 
appropriately self-righteous and hard 
as a judge with a fist of iron.
Considering the fine ensemble 
playing of the cast, Hurt's Trelawny 
is slightly disappointing. She doesn't 
inject enough magnetism or sexuality 
into her characterization and as a 
result it's difficult to get terribly 
involved with this heroine. Too often 
Hurt plays Trelawny as a demanding 
child rather than a woman with 
wholesome appetites she's not afraid 
to satisfy.
Christopher Hewett in a 
comparatively minor role as a stage 
manager almost manages to steal the 
show altogether, and he provides a 
fair amount of the evening's humor 
with his inept, blustering postures.
D A V ID  M IT C H E LL 'S  lovely 
settings met with applause as each 
appeared. Whether a comfortable 
rooming house or a forbiddingly 
elegant town house, Mitchell's 
settings gently ease the viewer back 
into Victorian times, and what's 
more, make one feel glad to be therel
Theoni V. Aldredge's costumes are 
similarly fine and the ladies in the 
cast especially look smashing in their
Victorian garb.
As if Mitchell and Aldredge hadn't 
done enough to create a mellow 
mood, Antoon had that fine 
composer Peter Link contribute some 
melodious incidental piano music. 
The audience gets a real treat during 
the curtain call as the entire cast 
gently sways to and fro while singing 
a honey of a tune entitled "Ever of 
Thee I’m Fondly Dreaming."
ANTOON H AS taken what might 
be considered a bland, ordinary 
drama and made it a slick, joyous and 
irresistably appealing celebration of 
young love and those who are young 
at heart.
Stills Improves Since Last
By Scott Garside
"The last time we played here was 
about a year ago. At that time the 
band had just been formed and the 
new members did not know the 
material too well. Anyhow, we’re 
going to make up for that tonight." 
These words, spoken by Stephen 
Stills near the beginning of his fine 
performance at the Capitol Theater 
on Oct. 29, were a genuine 
foreshadowing of what was to follow.
Stills and his excellent five-piece 
back-up band provided nearly two 
solid hours of music, and the overall 
performance was much more 
professional and precise than the last 
Stills outing at the Capitol in early 
1974.
OPENING W ITH a brief electric 
set, Stills and band ran through 
classics such as "Love the one 
Your're With," "Johnny's Garden" 
and "Wooden Ships." Then the band 
left the stage and Stills performed 
solo using unamplified guitar, slide 
guitar and banjo. This was the most 
impressive part of the concert.
During this set, Stills performed 
some of his more popular 
compositions such as “4 & 20 " and 
"Know  You got to R u n " in addition 
to non-originals including the Beatles' 
"Blackbird" and Fred Neil’s 
"Everybody's Talkin '." His solo 
performance was intimate since he 
was seated alone on the stage with a 
number of guitars surrounding him. 
He spoke to the audience between 
songs and created a congenial 
atmosphere, in contrast to the 
apathetic attitude he conveyed 
during last year's concert.
After the solo set, the band 
returned to the stage for another 
electric set consisting solely of Stills 
originals - "Turn Back the Pages," 
"The Treasure" rnd "Four Days 
Gone" from his Buffalo Springfield 
days were featured here. The encore 
was the Crosby, Stills and Nash
classic "Suite: Judy Blue Eyes," 
which still arouses the same audience 
enthusiasm as it did in 1969.
ONE OF the more significant 
changes in Stills since his last east 
coast tour was his ability to share the 
spotlight with his cohorts rather than 
constantly showcasing his own 
talents. Guitarist Donnie Dacus and 
organist Jerry Aiello played several 
extended solos while Stills was 
content to play his guitar in the 
background.
Vocally, Stills has improved
tremendously. His voice was relaxed 
and he did not have to strain to reach 
the high notes as he had done in the 
past. The smooth backing vocals of 
Dacus complemented Stills' 
rough-edged singing style.
Opening the show for Stills was 
the combination comedy-musical 
team of Flo and Eddie, known in real 
life as Mark Volman and Howard 
Kaulin. These two individuals with 
their four piece band appeared on 
stage and for an hour indulged in 
comedy routines which satirized
COnSIDERinG
G R H D IIR T E
SCHOOL?
Consider the faculty, 
research facilities, students and programs 
of the Graduate School of Arts and Science 
of New York University, 
and the unmatched cultural and 
research facilities of New York City!
A  New York University counselor 
will be on the Montclair State College campus 
to talk about graduate work on
Thurs.. Nov. 13 
1- 3 pm
at the
P lacem ent C en ter  
Life H a ll
Contact Mr. Charles Bargerstock at 
(201) 893-5194 for an appointment.
Capitol Concert
rock stars and performed a number 
of old Turtles' hits from which group 
they both evolved.
THE M U SIC  they performed - 
"Eleanor," " It  Ain 't Me Babe," 
"Happy Together" and a few others 
- was impressive. But when they 
started with the comedy routines 
they carried things to extremes. 
Almost everything funny they said 
referred to sex and after awhile this 
sort of humor became offensive to a 
number of people in the audience.
When Flo and Eddie maintained a
..............................
clean sense of com ica l sa tir e  of
of the more popular musical figures 
such as George Harrison, Elton John, 
Billy Preston and The Who.theywere 
excellent.
The audience was wall to 
wall laughter but it is unfortunate 
that Flo and Eddie cou,d not 
distinguish between good taste ano 
p’ain vulgarity. Some of the things 
they blurted out were more 
typical of juveniles than of 
supposedly respectable musical 
figures.
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Everything to Make 
You Beautiful...
. . .  At Discount Prices, Too!
10% Discount for M SC Students!
W e carry a full line of hair coloring, name brand 
make-up, blowers, curling irons, brushes and 
much more!
■thTs WEEK’S SPECIAL!;I
I
I
I
I
k
Hairblowers
*17.991000 WATT
Professional Advice Available
THINGS OF BEAUTY
19 West Mount Pleasant Ave. 994-3646 
Livingston
1267 Springfield Ave. 665-1110 
New Providence 
260 Bellevue Ave. 744-0778 
Upper Montclair (in the Bellevue Theater)
m m im im iaim iiii
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Changing the world
is a fine idea, but 
where do you start?
hi i ..— —
We asked the same question when we first 
found ourselves in a position to make the world 
a more livable place.
At Kodak, we started close to home. In 
Rochester, New York. We cut river pollution with 
one of the most efficient industrial waste water 
treatment plants in the country. We cut air pollu­
tion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic 
precipitators. We helped set up a black enter­
prise program in downtown Rochester.
Why? Helping to combat water pollution not 
only benefits society but us as well as we need 
clean water to make film. Our combustible waste 
disposal facility not only reduces air pollution 
but also helps pay for itself in heat and steam
production and silver recovery. The black enter­
prise program not only helps people who aren’t 
well off but also helps stabilize communities in 
which Kodak can work and grow.
In short, it ’s simply good business. And 
we’re in business to make a profit. But in further­
ing our business interests, we also further so­
ciety’s interests.
After all, our business depends on society. 
So we care what happens to it.
Kodak.
More than a business.
Gels ton  
Tabs 
C ap ta in
Jeff Auerbacher
New Cage Captain
Jeff Auerbacher, MSC 's first team 
all-conference forward, has been 
elected the Indians' basketball 
captain for the 1975-1976 season, 
coach Ollie Gelston has announced.
The 6-foot-5 senior, named to the 
New Jersey State College Athletic 
Conference all-stars after a banner 
junior year, paced M SC with an 8.7 
rebounding average while scoring at a 
15.8 clip.
"JE F F  R E A L L Y  matured last 
year, becoming one of the finest 
forwards around," Gelston said. "He 
personifies the most desirable traits 
in a student-athlete.
"O n the basketball court, he does 
everything well. Jeff's an excellent 
shooter, drives well, is an aggressive 
rebounder, has become a top-notch 
defender, and is an exceptionally fine 
team player."
The curly-mopped Auerbacher was 
twice named to the ECAC  weekly 
all-star teams last season, and 
received honorable mention. Division 
3, at the end of the year. He was the 
third highest scorer in the NJSCAC 
with a 17.5 average in 10 games.
ALSO, HE was selected to last 
season 's Yule Cup Classic 
a ll-tournam ent team. The 
200-pounder’s best game was a 
40-point effort against highly 
regarded William Paterson College.
Auerbacher was a starting forward 
as a sophomore, averaging 13.8 
points per game and taking down 127 
rebounds.
A fine student, Jeff has a 3.6 
academic average as a biology major. 
He is planning to enter the field of 
optometry after graduation.
Sidelines
The MSC Riding Club travels to 
spanking new Overpeck Riding 
Center in Leonia on Sun., Nov. 9 
where it will host an intercollegiate 
horse show. The competition starts at 
8:30 pm.
Mike Schuster outlasted Dave 
Towbridge, 21-6, 20-25, 21-14, to 
win the Student Intramural and 
Leisure Council (SILC) sponsored 
horseshoe tournament in a best of 
three championship. John Jordan 
finished third.
All varsity, sub-varsity and 
freshman baseball candidates should 
see either Alex Tornillo or Clary 
Anderson in the athletic office.
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Epsilon, Low Riders Win IM Grid Titles
Cleo Childress returned two kicks 
for touchdowns to lead Epsilon 
Unlimited to a 24-6 win over Phi 
Lambda Pi in the Student Intramural 
and Leisure Council (SILC) football 
finals under the lights at wind-swept 
Sprague Field Thursday.
The returns broke open an 
otherwise close contest in the chilly 
weather. Childress had thrown for a 
pair of TDs to give the winners a 12-6 
lead at the half and then iced the 
contest in the fourth quarter.
HE R E T U R N ED  the second half
kickoff all the way and then ran back 
a punt in the final quarter.
The defensive line forced Phi 
Lambda Pi into numerous mistakes, 
as Donny Henderson picked off two 
aerials to insure victory and Epsilon's 
second straight title.
In the coed championship held 
earlier in the evening, the Low Riders 
upended the Raisenettes, 18-12. Greg 
Williams sparked the Low Riders' 
attack, throwing for three TDs.
The Raisonette defense managed 
two safeties, they scored only one
touchdown, not nearly enough to 
overtake their opponents.
The strength of both coed teams 
rested in the hands of the male 
members who did most of the ball 
carrying and passing.
M O N T C ^ A R IO N / S u e  Castner
M E N 'S  CHAMPS: Epsilon Unlimited poses for a group shot. Team members include Cleo 
Childress, Donny Henderson, Tony Lewis, Michael Barnes, Henry Artis, Tony Hatcher,
Eddie Faulcon, Harry Morales, Roy Rodgers, Dave Butir, Greg Williams, Michael Burgess, 
Darrell Collins and Greg Gleason.
M O N T C L A R IO N / S u e  Castner
CO ED  W INNERS: Members o f the coed intramural champs, Low  Riders include Charlene 
Kennedy, Virginia Kennedy, Virginia Smith, L. Scott, Ruth Stewart, Elaine Gree, Wanda 
Rhett, Bridget Beatha, Sandy Rackley, Mike Barnes, Greg Williams, Eddie Faulcon, Tony 
Hatcher, Tony Lewis, Donny Henderson and Ken Bell.
S P E C I A L
AFFAIR S
WINTER BALL 1975
Wed., Dec. 3 8 pm
Westmount Country Club
West Paterson, NJ
$18 PER COUPLE
Includes: Four-hour O p e n  Bor 
F u ll Buffet
Hot a n d  C o l d  S m o r g a s b o r d  
C o n t in u o u s  E n te rto in m e n t
Eat, drink and be merry!
Bids on sale 
Thurs., Nov. 13
in the Student Center lobby 
10 am—3 pm!
Joseph Crescione 
photographers 
will be available!
By Lonny Cohen
The MSC soccer Indiens had 
their toughest match of the season 
Saturday and it won't even count on 
their record. Members of the US 
Olympic and national teams invaded 
Brookdale Park and put on an 
"exhibition what can be done with a 
ball."
"They played a quick, low pass
game' Nick Mykulak, an alumnus 
who filled one of the opposition's 
defensive spots, explained. "There 
was no comparison between them 
and the college team. It was a matter 
of class.
"T H ESE  G U YS don’t shoot at a 
goalie," Mykulak continued. "They 
shoot around him."
Lucky for MSC goalie Bob 
Mykulak that they did, because every
Aren’t
Gothics
to their credit, including an 
impressive 30-13 victory over William 
Paterson College last week, would 
like nothing more than to upset the 
Tribe's apple cart.
"We've never beaten M SC and 
there will be incentive there," 
amiable Gothic coach Bill McKeown 
said in his best Bostonese. "I 'v e  been 
satisfied thus far. We've played 
competitively in the league. We’ve 
had a strong defense but an 
inconsistent offense."
N EV E R T H ELE SS, IF the Tribe 
isn't too overly confident, it should 
be a rather easy evening for Anderson 
and his squad. The wishbone offense 
has come into its own and last week 
against Trenton State College, the 
passing game finally came around.
"This week, we'll have to run more 
effectively and make the option go 
smoother than it went last week," 
Anderson noted. "But we should be 
able to pass with less trouble."
One of the anchors of the Gothic 
defense that the Tribe faces is no 
stranger to MSC. Dave Crist is a 
two-time all conference defensive end 
who was involved in MSC-Gothic 
battles when Jersey City State was 
very much in the running for loop 
titles.
IF THE running attack bogs down 
and Randy Schenauer has to go to 
the air, he'll have to make sure none 
of his aerials are in the direction of 
Gothic safety Bob Cowans.
Cowans showed that he is to be 
reckoned with against Providence 
College in the first game of the 
season. He pilfered an intended Friar 
pass and stormed 93 yards into the 
end zone, for the icing tally in Jersey 
City's 29-0 whitewash.
Keeping their opponents from 
scoring has not been a problem for 
the Gothics, denting their own goal 
line has.
"W E H A V E N 'T  been able to score 
as much as I hoped we would have," 
McKeown lamented. "We've been 
able to move the ball down the field 
all right, but putting six points on the 
board has been a different story."
The Indians better not be lulled or 
Gothic fullback Glenn Fava is bound 
to run right by them. Last week the 
freshman from Elmwood Park ripped 
through the porous William Paterson 
defense for 139 yards on 33 carries.
If the holes don't open up for Fava 
the Gothics have two fine 
quarterbacks to test the Indians' 
secondary, sophomore Mike Bassis 
and freshman Ken Belch! k.
m em ber of the all-star 
conglomeration had "a  shot and a 
half."
Playing offense for the all stars was 
Kevin Welsh of the American Soccer 
League Hartford Bicentennials, along 
with Santiago Formosa, an 
ex-Olympian. Halfbacks included Ed 
Kelly of Hartford, Bob Smith of the 
Philadelphia Atoms, and Manny 
Schellscheidt, former MSC assistant 
and coach of the US Olympic and 
national teams.
"Manfred sets the pace," another 
playing alumnus, Ihor Gill, said. " It  
was like a dream playing with these 
guys. I used to watch Smith play 
from the stands but I never thought 
that I would get to play right next to 
him," he added.
THE N A M ES  were impressive, but 
the style of play was the highlight of 
the afternoon. The allstars played the 
short pass game that had made MSC 
teams so successful in the past.
A Formosa pass to Welsh on the 
right side drew both defenders and 
goalie Mykulak to the wing, but a 
quick accurate pass back left 
Formosa so open that he needed only 
to tap the ball in from 18 yards.
That was the story of the entire 
game as the all stars built up a 5-1 
lead before darkness ended the game 
early in the second half.
"They always knew where to pass 
the ball, there was never any 
waiting," player Manny Menendez 
said. "Then even the average player 
looks good because you're always so 
open when you get the ball," 
Mykulak added.
So MSC took it on the chin, but 
valuable experience in the art of 
soccer and the honor of playing with 
the best in the US was the final 
result.
Indians
Ignoring
By John Delery
The way it looks now, Sat., Nov. 
15 should decide the New Jersey 
State College Athletic Conference 
(NJSCAC) football title. That's when 
traditional rivals MSC and Glassboro 
State College meet and right now 
both teams are steamrolling toward 
that date with unblemished 
conference marks.
But there is one obstacle to the 
NJSCAC crown for MSC. Clary 
Anderson can't afford to think about 
the Profs before his squad gets by 
Jersey City State College on Sat., 
Nov. 8 at 8 pm at Sprague Field.
"W E 'R E  NOT looking past Jersey 
City," Anderson explained. "We'll be 
more than happy to walk out with a 
win. Except for last year, (MSC won, 
59-12), they've given us a good game 
every season."
The Gothics, who have two wins
M O N T C L A R IO N / P a m  Northard 
H EA D S UP: Mohammed Gangee heads the ball to a teammate as MSC tangles 
with the United States all-star team. The Indians lost the exhibition. 
5-1.
M O N T C L A R IO N / P a m  Northard 
D R IB B L IN G  ALO NG : Blair Conley controls the ball for MSC against the 
American national team at Brookdale Park Saturday.
FREE OFFER
For Foreign 
Car Owners 
Only!
j i g  Show us the key to your foreign job to prove 
* • *  you're one of us —  and we'll give you FREE  
something to attach it to: A  oenuine leather key lob 
with your car's insignia in brilliant enamel. There’s 
nothing to buy. It's yours just for coming in!
Matrix. The European-style Foreign Car Depart­
ment Store.
Owning a foreign car takes you apart Irom the crowd. 
Which is why you should visit Matrix It's different 
from the crowd of auto parts places you'll find all over 
the area. We specialize in foreign cars. From all over 
the world, we bring you parts, accessories, in­
strumentation and publications to make your im­
ported machine safer, faster, more comfortable, 
more economical —  and a lot more fun to drive than 
you ever thought possible You'll like our prices And 
appreciate the fact that we probably have in stock 
nghjnow exactly what you need Do something great 
for your state of driving Motor into Metrix today And 
find out what Foreign Car Excitement is really all 
about
mUl
metrix
foreign car parts 
of new jersey
1275 Bloomfield Avenue, 
Fairfield, N.J.
Telephone 575-0180
O FFER  EXP IR ES 
DECEM BER 1, 1975
All-Stars Up, 5-1
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American Stars Top MSC
staff
Picks
Jersey City State 
Montclair State
Trenton State 
Kean
Glassboro State 
William Paterson
Cortland State 
Central Connecticut
Southern Connecticut 
American International
MONT CLARION M O N T C L A R IO N / S ta n  Gorllck
Gridders Shade
Lions, 20-19
By Bob Scherer
Randy Schenauer's six-yard 
touchdown on a keeper play with 
only two minutes left in the game 
lifted MSC to a thrilling 20-19 
victory over Trenton State College at 
Dean Field in Ewing Township 
Saturday.
The touchdown climaxed a 
dramatic eight-play, 61-yard Indian 
drive that was kept alive by the 
clutch passing of Schenauer. The 
sophomore signal-caller completed all 
five passes attempted during the 
scoring march and seven out of nine 
attempted in the game totaling 136 
yards.
MSC W AS trailing 19-14 with time 
running out when it took possession 
on its own 39 after a Trenton State 
punt. Two runs and a short pass 
completion netted nine yards. On 
fourth and one Schenauer surprised 
the Lion defense by passing to tight 
end Ray Schmitt for an 11-yard gain 
to the Lions' 41. Schenauer then 
threw to George Strunck for 18 yards 
and twice to Keith Hayes for 11 and 
six yards before running the final 
distance for the winning touchdown 
himself.
"The coaches were disappointed 
with the execution of the offense," 
coach Don MacKay mentioned 
afterwards.
The win advances MSC 's season 
record to 3-3-2 but more importantly 
leaves it 3-0 in the New Jersey State 
College Athletic Conference with two 
games remaining. Trenton State is
now 3-3 overall and 2-2 in the 
NJSCAC.
THE TOUCHDOW N by Schenauer 
was the final score in a wild, seesaw 
fourth quarter that featured two 
touchdowns tallied by each team.
After a scoreless third period, MSC 
lost its 8-7 halftime lead only 15 
seconds into the last quarter. Trenton 
State had recovered an MSC fumble 
on the Tribe's 10 yard line and 
promptly socred on its first play 
when halfback Gary Aquaviva (nine 
carries, 118 yards) scampered around 
right end for the TD. A pass attempt 
for the conversion failed and Trenton 
State was in fron 13-8.
Six minutes later the Indians stole 
back the lead in sudden fashion when 
cornerback Dave McWilliam rushe d 
in from the left side and blocked Bob 
Murphy's punt. Ralph Betcher 
scooped up the loose ball and 
rambled untouched 28 yards to the 
goaline. The two-point conversion 
attempt failed and MSC led 14-13.
" IT  W AS a designed play," 
MacKay said referring to the blocked 
punt." We had planned for Dave 
McWilliam to penetrate the hole 
opened up by Orlando Alvarez and 
Ralph Betcher on the left side.
Trenton State came right back. 
Taking control after the kickoff on 
M SC’s 25, quarterback Jon Anderson 
(10-23, 183 yards) connected with 
his ace receiver Keith Taylor (seven 
receptions, 158 yards) on second 
down and the fleet end sprinted 
down the right sideline for a 73-yard
M O N T C L A R IO N / S ta n  G orlick
P IC K IN G  THE HOLE: Jim Gwathney (32) sees an opening In the Une and takes advantage of it for a six-yard gain 
against Trenton State College Saturday. Pat Connolly (63), Arnie Johnson (68) and Ray Schmitt (89) do the blocking.
TD only one minute after MSC had 
regained the lead. The two-point 
conversion attempt again came up 
short for Trenton State but the Lions 
appeared to be in command 19-14. 
After an exchange of punts the 
Indians launched their winning drive.
The Lions scored first in the 
second period when linebacker Bob 
Ruoti intercepted an errant 
Schenauer pass and returned it 17 
yards for a TD. Jack Moretti's 
placement made it 7-0 for the home 
team.
M SC retaliated with a three-play, 
81-yard drive in which Schenauer 
teamed with Hayes (four receptions, 
99 yards) on a 67-yard TD pass.
Voi. 51, No. 10 Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 Thurs., Nov. 6, 1975
N O T  SO FAST: MSC 's Dave McWilliam (33) saves a touchdown by pulling 
down Trenton State College's Keith Taylor at the goal line. The Indian defense 
held there and M SC  went on to win. 20-19.
Keys Late Drive
Schenauer’s Arm Comes Alive
M O N T C L A R IO N / S ta n  Gorllck
Randy Schenauer rolls and looks downfield.
By Steve Nuiver
"After I ran in the winning touchdown everybody was 
just standing around," MSC sophomore quarterback 
Randy Schenauer said. "The ref came up and asked me 
for the ball and I immediately thought there was a 
penalty. All around me there seemed to be total silence. I 
must have been drowned out with excitement."
Schenauer had just run for a six-yard score to give MSC 
a 20-19 victory over Trenton State College.
"R A N D Y  RAN  the option to the right," offensive 
co-ordinator Don MacKay remarked. "He cut up inside 
the tackle and took it into the end zone untouched.
"The defensive end took the pitch man which left me 
with a hole to scoot through," Schenauer added.
The touchdown came after Schenauer had initiated a 
61-yard drive, during which he completed five of five 
passes. The key play of the drive was a toss to Ray 
Schmitt on a fourth down and one situation. It was a 
wobbly pass but Schmitt managed to grab it for the 
important catch.
"T H E  PASS was a little off-balance and Schmitt picked 
it right off the ground," MacKay explained.
“ It was a do or die situation," Schenauer said, " I  was 
going toward the sideline and the coach was yelling for 
me to run. I just let loose with the pass and Ray made a 
super catch."
After that all of Schenauer's passes were on the money, 
as he led the Indians downfield.
" IT  W AS the first time in a long time that I was able to
throw," Schenauer said, " I  felt good after the third pass 
of the drive. My adrenalin was built up and I was really 
ready to go."
"Every pass, except the one to Schmitt, were right on 
target," MacKay said. "A ll that the receivers had to do 
was catch them."
Earlier in the game Schenauer tossed a 67-yard 
touchdown pass to speedy Keith Hayes to give MSC its 
first six-pointer. He made a solid fake to the fullback 
drawing the Trenton State linebackers in, giving Hayes the 
room he needed.
" IT  W AS a play-action pass, faking the option," the 
coach explained. "Randy hit Keith with a slant right 
down the left hashmark and Hayes just outran the safety 
and the cornerback."
The coaches feel that Schenauer has been getting better 
as the season progresses but that he still is making 
mistakes that they hope to eliminate.
"He still has difficulty deciding whether he should run 
or pitch," MacKay remarked, "A t  the one point when we 
were close to scoring in the game he elected to run instead 
of pitch and it hurt.
"He misread the defense and was stopped before he 
could score. But on our scoring play that won the game 
he did the right thing, because if he had pitched it the ball 
would have been lost or fumbled."
"Each game I've learned something new," Schenauer 
said, " I  hope the coaches become more confident and let 
me pass more, lor sure this would help to open up our 
running game."
